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Criteria for Judgment
Comprehensibility. The text should be well written, well organized, and intelligible to the general reader.
Readers should be able to learn from the Protocol how to perform the technique or techniques
being described.
Bias. Although the Protocol may focus primarily on work done in one laboratory or by one group of
investigators, it should be set in the context of, and acknowledge, work done by other
investigators.
Length. Science Signaling does not impose strict page limits; however, the article should be well-focused
and as concise as possible. Protocols may have one or more figures or tables.
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Returning Your Review
We prefer to receive referee’s comments through our electronic referee site. Each referee is sent by e-mail a
unique log in and password that allows the referee to access the manuscript and submit comments. If you
cannot locate this information, please write sciencesignalingeditors@aaas.org. We recommend that you
type your review in a separate file with word processing software and paste the text into the review form
online. If you have attachments, such as figures, or complex formatting, such as equations, that cannot be
conveyed in text form, you may send these by email to scisignalreview@aaas.org by FAX to 202-4089697. Please also include the manuscript ID number in the Subject line of your E-mail or on top of the
faxed pages. The ID number is found in the filename of the PDF of the manuscript that you are reviewing.
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